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Vending Machine
Food Could Prompt
Healthier Choices
Shock
It’s mid-afternoon and
you could go for a snack, so
you visit the office vending
machine. Will you choose a
healthy option – perhaps a
cheese stick or a fruit cup?
Or will you select a candy
bar, a bag of potato chips or
something similar?
A time delay might help
you make a smarter choice,
according to a study from
researchers at Rush
University Medical Center.
The researchers
examined purchases from
six vending machines in
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Healthy snack purchases

OSHA NEWS
OSHA Delays
Enforcement of the
Silica Standard for
Construction
Washington, D. C. –
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after a 25-second delay.
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Results showed that
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of air averaged during an 8-

customers were not as likely

hour shift; this is the level

to select less nutritious

that NIOSH recommended
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more than four decades

the final rule. Dr. Michaels

settling properly, plus

ago. The updated PEL is 5

disputed the allegation that

complaints of sewage

times lower than the

the final rule would strain

backup, removed a manhole

previous limit for

employers and ultimately

cover and descended into a

construction.

lead to job losses.

15-foot deep hole.

Crystalline silica is a

“This will not kill jobs,” Dr.

Moments later, there was

known carcinogen that is

Michaels said. “But every

no sound from the hole. A

found in commonly used

time OSHA issues a
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construction materials such

standard, there’s always the

believing that his co-worker
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Higgins, are deceased. The
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victims were aged 24, 34

The rule has drawn
praise, criticism and legal

and 49 years. Reportedly,

challenges since OSHA

Poisonous Air in A

none of the men utilized the

published it on March 25,

Confined Space

appropriate PPE.

2016. At the time of the

Claims Three Lives

rule’s publication, OSHA
estimated it would save
more than 600 lives and
prevent more than 900
cases of silicosis each year.
In February 2017, former
OSHA administrator Dr.
David Michaels, members of
the American Industrial
Hygiene Association, and
other experts participated in
a congressional briefing on

A situation that began as
one unconscious worker in
an underground hole turned
into three deaths, plus a
rescuer in critical condition.
How did this incident in
the Florida Keys happen?
The local sheriff’s
department says that a utility
worker, who was
investigating a section of
paved street that was not
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A Key Largo firefighter
also made entry into the
manhole without appropriate
PPE, a mask and an air
pack, because the entry was
too narrow for him to go in
with it on. He also became
unconscious within seconds
of entry. When he was
pulled out by a rescuer who
was able to squeeze into the
hole with the proper
equipment, the firefighter
April 2017
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wasn’t breathing and had to

rescue equipment wasn’t

be revived using CPR.

available at the site.
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Local Chapter Meeting
Schedule
May 18 from 11:30 a.m. until
1:00 p.m. will be will be the
last meeting before summer
break. Details for this
meeting are forthcoming.
After break, we will

permits weren’t
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reconvene in September.
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time included:
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wasn’t performed
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a confined space entry

The Washington Post

program wasn’t
implemented

Job Market Links

Please RSVP to Steve

qualified person
a rescue plan wasn’t
implemented
rescue services weren’t
available in a timely
manner, and

ASSE Chapter Links
Find us on the web at:
ASSE NFL

Wilson for all meetings at
steven_wilson1@me.com.
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Non-Members: $20

Find us on Facebook at:
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